Could ChatGPT Be Used for Reviewing Learnersourced Exercises?
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ABSTRACT

Large language models and tools based on large language models such as ChatGPT have received intense attention in the past year in computing education. In this work, we explore whether ChatGPT could be used to review learnersourced exercises. One of the major downsides of learnersourcing is the dubious quality of the created content, leading to many systems using peer review for curating the content. Our results suggest that ChatGPT is not yet ready for this task.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Social and professional topics → Computing education; • Information systems → Crowdsourcing.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND METHOD

In the past year, the release of ChatGPT has popularized large language models (LLMs), with computing education being no exception [1, 3]. In computing education, LLMs have been found to solve introductory programming problems better than the average student [4, 22], to generate code explanations [21] that students find useful [13] and that are better than explanations created by their peers [10], and there are preliminary results suggesting they can also give feedback on student programs [7, 8, 11, 15]. In this work, we explore how well ChatGPT could be used for reviewing learnersourced programming exercises. In learnersourcing, students contribute their expertise in the creation of course content, for example, multiple-choice questions [2], programming exercises [18], or SQL exercises [12, 17]. However, one downside of learnersourcing is that not all of the created content is of high quality [5, 19, 20]. Thus, many learnersourcing systems use peer review to filter out low quality content [6, 16]. Being able to use LLMs to effectively review the created content would leave more time for students for content creation instead of reviewing content created by their peers.

We utilize a dataset of learnersourced exercises collected from an introductory programming course organized at the University of Helsinki [20]. In the course, students used a learnersourcing system to create programming exercises. For each exercise, they crafted a problem description, a model solution, a code template, and test cases. These exercises were then reviewed by their peers. We randomly sampled 50 of the exercises for the purposes of this study, which were reviewed by two programming instructors. The following Likert-scale (strongly disagree 1 - strongly agree) rubric was used for the reviews: (1) The model solution corresponds to the exercise description; (2) The code is clean; (3) The model solution and the code template are separated correctly; (4) The exercise is creative; (5) The exercise is suitably difficult; (6) The exercise description corresponds to the instructions; (7) The exercise description is clear; (8) The test cases are reasonable; (9) The test coverage is on the expected level; (10) The test names are descriptive.

To generate ChatGPT reviews, we gave it the rubric, the instructions given to students about the creation of exercises, and the exercise created by the student. We used the free version of ChatGPT (August 3 Version) which is powered by GPT-3.5 (chat.openai.com). To explore how well ChatGPT can review the student-created exercises, we compare review scores between the instructors, the students, and ChatGPT using Mann-Whitney U test as the data is ordinal. In addition, we calculate Krippendorff’s alphas between the three raters (instructors, students, ChatGPT) for whether the exercise could be included in the course using two quality thresholds: an average rating of over 3 and an average rating of over 4. For this analysis, for both the students and the instructors, we consider the average scores given by the students and the instructors (i.e., we average the scores given by the raters).

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mann-Whitney U tests reveal no statistically significant differences between review score averages of the instructors and the students (U = 1154.0, p = 0.25), the instructors and ChatGPT (U = 1222.0, p = 0.42), or the students and ChatGPT (U = 1073.0, p = 0.11). This suggests that the overall review scores are similar between all three sources. We also looked into the averages and standard deviations of the scores and found that students had the highest average (μ = 3.84, σ = 0.71), followed by ChatGPT (μ = 3.77, σ = 0.59), with the instructors having the lowest average (μ = 3.64, σ = 0.98). Using the evaluation guidelines provided by Krippendorff [9], the results of reliability calculations between the students and ChatGPT can be used to draw tentative conclusions (α > 0.667) with the quality threshold of average rating of over 3, while the other results are too unreliable to draw any conclusions. For the threshold of greater than 3, α > 0.73 between the students...
and ChatGPT, and $a > 0.56$ between instructors and ChatGPT. For the threshold of greater than 4, $a > 0.11$ between students and ChatGPT, and $a > 0.22$ between instructors and ChatGPT.

A cursory look into the ratings given by ChatGPT gives some ideas for these differences. ChatGPT did not give the full 5 points to any of the rated exercises for the rubric item about the creativity of the exercise. Additionally, the instructors tended to give mostly ones or fives for the separation of template and model solution, reasoning that these two are either correctly separated or not, with few edge cases. ChatGPT ratings had more variance for this rubric item, notably with only one exercise receiving one point. Furthermore, ChatGPT was not given the example exercise provided in the course materials, which means that it was not able to compare students’ exercises to the example. This lowered some exercises’ scores in peer and instructor review, at least for the creativity of the exercise. Lastly, we found that ChatGPT was a more lenient grader for low quality exercises compared to the instructors and the students — in many cases, where humans had rated an exercise very low (< 2), ChatGPT rated them higher, which supports earlier findings by Moore et al. [14]. This might explain the lower standard deviation observed for ChatGPT ratings. Altogether, our findings suggest that ChatGPT (specifically, GPT-3.5) is not yet ready to replace peer review of learnersourced content.

In our future work, we are interested in studying the use of ChatGPT for reviewing student work more systematically. For example, we are looking into the reliability of the reviews, i.e., whether they remain similar if the LLM is prompted multiple times. In addition, we are looking into prompt engineering strategies for creating effective reviews using LLMs. In this work, we found that any textual feedback given by ChatGPT rarely provided additional information beyond the numerical scores, but it is interesting to analyze if different prompts would lead to better textual context.
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